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AbstractIn this paper 1 we present and test a modelbased on a Weak Continuity Representationto classify textures. In particular, the edges,extracted on windows having a given size andcentered on the image, are an e�cacious rep-resentation to design a neural network ori-ented to classify textures on the basis of theircoarseness. The results obtained on real tex-tures, relative to pudding stones having dif-ferent grains, show that this kind of featuresconstitute an e�cacious approach for the ma-terial recognition.1 IntroductionIn the last years a big e�ort devoted to de-velop techniques and methodologies able tosolve problems relative to Cultural Heritage�eld has been made by many researchers. Auni�ed approach has been proposed in [10]where, considering digital images, many at-tempt have been faced, and in particular tomake objective the "naked eye" analysis tra-ditionally carried out by Cultural Heritage ex-�Correspondence to: Dr. Barbara Caputo, Istitutoper le Applicazioni del Calcolo (M. Picone) C.N.R.,00161 Rome Italy, tel. +39-6-88470210, telefax +39-6-4404306 E-mail b.caputo@caspur.it1This paper has been partially supported by theCNR Finalized Project: "Cultural Heritage".

perts.One of the more interesting aspects is,there, the recognition of di�erent kinds of ma-terials degradation. To do this, a �rst step hasbeen made in [11] where, with the help of aneural network, two kinds of degradation suchas �ssures and cavities have been classi�ed.An example of the examined shapes is shownin Fig. 1. Since, we are dealing with degra-dation kinds characterized by lack of mate-rial, the hypothesis that the most informationis contained in the contours of the examinedshapes seems to be good. In fact, in thesecases, basing the analysis on the informationcontained in digital images, the texture insidethe regions analyzed can be coarsely consid-ered an uniform background. So the model isable to recognize these two classes consideringboth Fourier descriptors and the frequentialinformation contained in the binary images ofthe contours.Nevertheless, a noticeable improvement ofan automatic recognizer could be attained bymeans of a preliminary classi�cation of thematerial where the degradation kinds are. Inother words, a preliminary recognition of thematerial we are considering could allow us tofocus on a small set of possible degradationkinds.In this sense this paper proposes a textureclassi�cation using a Weak Continuity based(WC) representation. Particularly, our model



is based on the characterization of texturesusing statistics of their coarseness ([1] p. 396and [2]). The coarseness is, in fact, one ofthe features that the human eye takes intoaccount when a discrimination is required.Furthermore, di�erent types of degradationare, generally, mapped to di�erent materialcoarseness. Obviously, the coarseness dependsstrongly on the scale level we are consideringthe scene. So, an useful tool should detect thediscontinuities of an image, at many scale lev-els | even if only one, opportunely selected,is su�cient.It is well known that the WC approach isa very e�cacious tool for edge detection. Inparticular, besides allowing a multi scale de-tection, its non linearity leads to a selectivesmoothing and thus to a high robustness tothe noise. Thus, considering squared windowsof a given size, the edges detected can repre-sent the input of a neural network orientedto classify di�erent textures. The images weconsider, are relative to pudding-stone ash-lars which constitute the material of manybuildings of historical importance. In particu-lar, the images considered have been acquiredfrom Roman Theatre in the city of Aosta. Theproblem of classifying di�erent textures con-stitutes one of the aspects of a more generalproblem, within the Cultural Heritage, rela-tive to the purpose to make quantitative the"naked eye" analysis. To do this, a uni�edapproach has been proposed [10], where manypurposes have been obtained.With regard to the texture classi�cation,this paper deals with the problem of discrimi-nating between two classes of textures relativeto the pudding-stone, that is the gross grainkind and the �ne grain one. The preliminaryresults have been good, encouraging furthergeneralization to other classes.The paper is organized as follows. Section2, presents a short review about the WC ap-proach, successively introducing the proposedmodel. In Section 3 some experimental re-sults are presented, providing to test the e�-cacy of our approach on some textures relativeto buildings of historical importance. Finally,

Section 4 draws the conclusions.2 The Weak Continuity asTexture Representationfor a Neural NetworkIn order to present in detail the model we uti-lize, a short review about the Weak Continu-ity (WC) approach is presented. The outputof this process will constitute the input of aneural network.TheWC is an interesting approach for bothedge detection and image restoration, havingattractive performances in localization anddetection in presence of high percentage ofnoise. It can be also shown that this approachcan work at di�erent scale levels.The basic idea is to represent the input sig-nal by a weak string, that is an elastic stringsatisfying the weak continuity constraints.Obviously, for two dimensional signals, suchas images, the string will be substituted byan elastic membrane: the weak membrane.Strictly speaking, the general model con-sists on determining the minimum of an en-ergy related to the image, i.e.:E = D + S + P (1)withD = Z Z
(f(x; y)� d(x; y))2dxdy (2)S = � Z Z
(f 2x + f 2y )dxdy (3)P = �jZj (4)and where d(x; y) are the input data, f(x; y)is the function that will be restored, fx andfy the derivatives with respect to x and y di-rections respectively, jZj is a measure of thecontours contained in the image and, �nally, �and � are two input parameters. The last twoterms are weights determining a compromiseamong the three terms above.



The �rst term in 1 is to assure the closenessof the computed f to the input data. We cansay that, by means of this term, we lead thesolution to be faithful to the data.The second term regulates the elasticity ofthe membrane: high values of � produce asmoothing of f while low values of the pa-rameter itself assure that f is close to the in-put data d. The peculiarity of this techniqueis that the continuity of the solution is weak:the solution tries to be continuous but somediscontinuity points are allowed.Finally, the third term takes into accountthe "penalties" of the contours, that is foreach discontinuity point there's a price to pay.This term produces the non linearity of themodel.We have seen that the above representationis very useful for the edge detection at manyscale levels. This representation can be, then,utilized for our model, in order to discrim-inate and so classify textures having di�er-ent coarseness. There are many cases wherethis feature is able to solve the discriminationproblem ([1] p. 396 and [2]). So, for this aim,we will utilize jZj, which is the set of the con-tours of an image at a given scale level.The recognition will be then based on theextraction of a (squared) subregion of the con-sidered image, applying on it an edge detec-tion. The image containing the edges shall bethe features in input to the neural network.Strictly speaking, be f a scalar function ona domain 
 2 <2.So starting from f over 
, we are lookingfor the set Kw1;w2 such that:E(u;K) = Z
(u� f)2 +w1 Z
=K ru � ru+ w2 ZK d� (5)be minimized.Starting from Kw1;w2, we can de�ne thecharacteristic function � : 
 ! f0; 1g, tak-ing into account of Kw1;w2, de�ned as:�(x; y) = ( 1 if x; y 2 Kw1;w20 otherwise: (6)

Figure 1: Two kinds of degradation belongingto the class of lack of material: a cavity (left)and a �ssure (right).Database Size 60Windows Size 64 � 64Scale Parameter Value l = 10Noise Immunity h = 5Table 1: Feature of the image data-base setand of the Weak Continuity parameters.The region 
 is a subregion of the domainof the considered image. In other words, wedon't need to consider all the image in in-put, but a signi�cant subregion, containingno degradation shapes, is su�cient. To de-termine the size of this subregion we need toknow the periods of the considered texturesand then select a size being at least equal tothe maximum of them. This is possible onsynthetic textures but on real images this in-formation has to be obtained by qualitativeconsiderations.Learning File Dimension 10 20 30Testing File Dimension 50 40 30Recognition (%) 36 78 88Table 2: Network results.



Figure 2: An image of pudding-stone (grossgrain).

Figure 3: An image of pudding-stone (thingrain).

Figure 4: Extracted window and its WeakContinuity representation from a gross grainpudding-stone.3 Experimental ResultsIn order to show the obtained results, some8-bits images relative to the Aosta RomanTheatre have been considered. In particu-lar, these images show pudding stones, i.e.gross and �ne, without any kind of degra-dation (only texture). From them, windowshaving the same size have been extracted, inorder to detect their edges by a WC model.It has to be small enough to not containtoo much information, but large enough todescribe the texture inside. Since we are deal-ing with natural textures, the choice has beenmade following qualitative criteria. So, thesize has been �xed at 64 � 64.Moreover, it is to be also outlined that thechoice of the scale parameter is very impor-tant. In fact, the scale level characterizes thebinary matrix, containing the edges of the se-lected windows, which constitutes the inputto our neural network.From an original database of 35 images ofpudding stone we selected, with the help ofCultural Heritage experts, 10 images show-ing pudding stone with gross and thin graintextures. From every image we extractedsix windows, obtaining a �nal database of60 thin grain textures and gross grain ones.The selected windows have no evident mate-rial degradation shapes inside, in order to ob-tain quite uniform textures to be computed.The technique described in Section II was ap-plied on every window, choosing l = 10 andh = 5 | the choice of these values came fromqualitative considerations and with the help of



Figure 5: Extracted window and its WeakContinuity representatino from thin grainpudding-stone.Cultural Heritage experts. We want to stressthat the choice of the parameters, and par-ticularly the choice of l (the scale parameter),it's a crucial point for the success of the model.Actually, the scale level characterizes the bi-nary matrix containing the edges of the se-lected windows, which is our neural networksinput. A too large value of l should lead to acharacterization with few features, while smallvalues of the same parameter provide an ac-curate description.In Tab. 1 we resume the database features.A three-layers feedforward, backpropaga-tion network (with one neuron in the middleunit) was learnt to separate thin grain tex-ture from gross grain one. The �rst time wemade the learning stage on 1/6 of the wholedatabase and tested the results on the 5/6 ofthe database obtaining 36 % of recognition.We next made the learning stage on 1/3 ofthe whole database and tested the results onthe remaining 2/3 of the database, obtaining78 % of recognition.We made the learning stage on 1/2 of the�nally of the whole database and tested theresults on the remaining 1/2 of the database,obtaining 88 % of recognition.These results are summarized in Tab. 2.4 ConclusionsIn this paper, we presented a model, basedon a Weak Continuity representation, able toclassify images containing textures. In otherwords, the hypothesis that di�erent textures
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